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During the '70s and early '80s, a number of developing, non-aligned countries promoted within UNESCO the idea of a 'New World Information and Communication Order' (NWICO), entailing a more equitable exchange of information between rich and poor nations. The debates which raged over the NWICO revealed not only fundamental disagreements concerning the legitimacy of state intervention in media markets to promote objectives such as cultural diversity, but also the power and influence wielded by certain communications industries, particularly the print and audiovisual media industries in the United States. Dissatisfaction by the U.S. with the general thrust and outcome of the NWICO debates was instrumental in its decision to leave UNESCO in 1984, shortly followed by the UK. The subsequent growth in global communications, spurred on by digitisation and convergence among previously distinct sectors, has not resolved, and in some cases has exacerbated, these tensions. The Internet, for example, though greatly enhancing opportunities for the exchange of information and ideas is currently dominated by a handful of languages. In consequence, many states, comprising both developed and developing countries such as Canada and Senegal, continue to argue that the system of global mass communications threatens the survival of particular languages and cultures. They also argue that international trade rules, in particular those agreed within the WTO, could in the future constrain their ability to respond to such threats with measures such as quotas, subsidies and foreign ownership limits, designed to support their domestic industries.

With the new millennium the international community returned to these issues, launching two major initiatives to explore whether action should be taken to address these concerns and, if so, what form it should take. Firstly, UNESCO has acted as the forum for further consideration of the impact of international trade on cultural diversity. This led to the drafting of a Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions (the 'Convention'), which was adopted in October 2005. Secondly, the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS), sponsored by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), met for its final session in Tunis in November 2005. Major objectives of the WSIS were to widen, and render more equitable, access to information and communication technologies and to evaluate the existing system of internet governance. The WSIS led to the agreement of the Geneva Declaration of Principles and Plan of Action and the Tunis Agenda for the Information Society.

This paper focuses on the first of these initiatives, the UNESCO Convention, and considers what contribution it is likely to make to the promotion of cultural diversity in the future, particularly in the
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3 For information on WSIS, its documents and follow-up initiatives see the website at: http://www.itu.int/wsis/index.html (accessed 28/08/06).
communications sector. Before setting out the underlying aims and structure of the UNESCO Convention, a couple of general observations might be made. Firstly, although the Convention was primarily a response to concerns relating to the trade in media goods and services it does not single the media out for special attention. Its main focus is consequently hidden behind a more general ambition to protect cultural diversity. Media goods and services are just a distinct category within the wider field of ‘cultural expressions,’ which the Convention seeks to promote. On the other hand, recital 19 to the Convention notes that the flow of communications between countries also creates a ‘challenge for cultural diversity, namely in view of risks of imbalances between rich and poor countries.’ Communications media thus have a dual status within the Convention: seen as both distinct forms of expression deserving of protection in their own right and as powerful vectors of ideas and information, capable of destabilising the production of authentic cultural expressions, if not kept in check or subjected to countervailing measures.

Secondly, although centrally concerned with the mass media and communications, the Convention does not attempt to establish communication rights along the lines mapped out by the CRIS organization. Indeed, despite the European Commission’s claim that the Convention introduces ‘a series of rights and obligations, at both national and international levels, with a view to the protection and promotion of cultural diversity,’ it establishes no rights at all for media organisations, journalists, or the communicating public at large. Rather, the Convention confirms the entitlement/rights of states to introduce culturally motivated measures and it is therefore through state action, if at all, that these interests are to be realised under the Convention. At first reading, therefore, the Convention appears both rather oblique and lacking in substance, though closer examination reveals that there is potential for the Convention to play a more significant role than this suggests in shaping the future communications environment.

The UNESCO Convention was adopted on the 20th October 2005. One hundred and forty eight countries voted for the Convention, four countries abstained - Australia, Honduras, Nicaragua and Liberia, and two countries opposed it - the U.S. and Israel. A commitment by UNESCO to take on board the drafting of such a convention dates back to October 2003, but experts working on the project for
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5 European Commission, Proposal for a Council Decision on the Conclusion of the UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions, COM(2005), at 3. Recital 12 of the Convention does, however, emphasise the role which freedom of thought, expression and information, as well as media diversity, can play in fostering cultural expression.

6 UNESCO Convention, n. 2 above, Article 1(h).


8 Resolution 32 C/34, adopted on the report of Commission IV at the 21st plenary meeting of the UNESCO General Conference on 17 October 2003. The initial formal request for UNESCO to consider adoption of a cultural diversity convention was made by Canada, France, Germany, Greece, Morocco, Mexico, Monaco, and Senegal. A number of key NGOs, such as the International Network for Cultural Diversity (‘INCD’) and Campaign for Communication Rights in the Information Society (‘CRIS’), played an extremely active role in shaping the Convention, and regular reports on their involvement were published in the Media Trade
UNESCO did not have to start from scratch in that three separate organisations had already drafted quite detailed proposals. These organisations - the Cultural Industries Sectoral Advisory Group (SAGIT), a committee composed of representatives from the culture industries that advises the Canadian Government; the International Network for Cultural Diversity (INCD), a network of artists and cultural groups founded in 2000; and the International Network on Cultural Policy (INCP), a group of over 40 culture ministers which has met regularly since 1998 - are all backed and supported by Canada, which has taken a leading role in promoting the Convention. In addition to the preparatory work carried out by these organisations, UNESCO itself has produced a wide variety of conventions and declarations in the cultural field, many concerned with very similar issues, on which the drafters could draw for inspiration.

The Convention will come into force three months after it has been ratified by thirty states.

A. Why was the UNESCO Convention adopted?

Those countries which supported the UNESCO Convention had four main objectives: Firstly, an overarching objective, to promote and protect cultural diversity. Secondly, to identify those measures which states and public bodies may legitimately take to safeguard cultural diversity. Thirdly, to ensure, as far as possible, that international trade rules do not prevent such intervention. Fourthly, through a process of international cooperation, to assist developing countries, as well as smaller cultural and linguistic regions, to preserve and fully exploit their cultural heritage. These objectives are clearly interlinked and the containment of international trade rules and support for cultural initiatives in developing countries may be viewed as distinct means to achieve the convention’s primary objective of promoting and preserving cultural diversity.

For some participants in the drafting process the Convention was seen as filling ‘a legal vacuum in world governance’ in the cultural sphere. Pascal Lamy, while European Commissioner for Trade in 2001, noted that the ‘complete lack of standards relating to culture at international level is an untenable situation, just as it would be in relation to the environment, health, organized crime or finance.’ It

Monitor at: http://www.mediatrademonitor.org/ (accessed 30/11/06). The INCD website can be found at: http://www.incd.net/ (accessed 30/11/06).


See below at text accompanying n. 16.

The European Community has now put in place the necessary mechanisms to formally accede to the Convention and has called on its Member States to take measures to ratify the Convention, n. 5 above. If all 25 members of the EU comply then this, on its own, would bring the Convention close to being operational.

European Commission, n. 5 above, at 3.

would, however, be wrong to see the Convention as breaking entirely new ground, in that there are already in force a number of international agreements on cultural matters, many adopted in the last five years. The particular focus of the present Convention on international trade in cultural goods and services and the role of culture in development is certainly distinctive, but it is not unique, and the Convention clearly draws on the various implementation techniques adopted in these earlier documents.

Firstly, it is possible to point to a number of documents which seek to establish cultural rights either in general or for particular groups. These include the 1948 *Universal Declaration of Human Rights*, the 1966 *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights*, the 1966 *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*, which in Article 27 provides for the rights of ‘ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities…to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their own language’ in common with other members of their group, and the 1995 *Council of Europe Framework Convention on National Minorities*, which sets out rights for national minorities to participate in public life, use their own language, and gain access to education and the media. Those drafting the UNESCO Convention clearly did not want to stray into the controversial field of specific cultural rights which could have alienated many of its ultimate supporters and such issues are consequently dealt with only indirectly.

Other agreements, such as the 1971 *Universal Copyright Convention*, deal with intellectual property rights, a controversial issue that is also avoided in the present Convention. The Convention is closer to large group of international treaties and declarations designed to protect cultural heritage, either generally or in specific fields. These agreements include the 1972 *Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage*, the 2000 *European Landscape Convention*, and the 2003
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20 See also text accompanying n. 56 below.
21 UNESCO, *Universal Copyright Convention*, 1971 at: http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=12025&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=-471.html (accessed 28/08/06). The US had attempted to introduce more than 15 clauses into the Convention with the objective of linking stronger intellectual property rights to cultural diversity. These were effectively opposed by Brazil, whose negotiators worked closely with NGOs, in particular the CRIS. As a result all explicit references to intellectual property were removed from the body of the Convention, though recital eight notes that traditional knowledge may be a ‘source of intangible and material wealth,’ Mazzone, n. 7 above.
Conven
tion for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage\textsuperscript{24}. The present Convention shares the central concern of these documents over the fragility of our cultural heritage, but goes beyond them to consider more generally not only how our cultural heritage can be preserved but also how cultural creation can be stimulated in the future.

The most direct international precursors of the Convention are, however, a small group of documents which deal explicitly with the relationship between trade and culture. These include the 1950 Florence Agreement and accompanying 1976 Nairobi Protocol\textsuperscript{25} and two more recent declarations, the Council of Europe Declaration on Cultural Diversity, adopted in December 2000,\textsuperscript{26} and the UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, adopted in November 2001\textsuperscript{27}. The Florence Agreement and Nairobi Protocol seek to remove customs charges on the import of certain educational, scientific and cultural materials and prohibit the imposition, again in relation to specific cultural goods, of discriminatory internal charges. With regard to a limited category of cultural goods, therefore, the international community recognised early on the importance of free trade and the unacceptability of discriminatory charges. The Florence Agreement also contains an early example of a ‘cultural preservation’ clause. The reservation to the Agreement allows, solely in relation to trade between the US and another party, either side to suspend the operation of the Agreement where the scale of imports under the Agreement threatens ‘serious injury to the domestic industry … producing like or directly competitive products.’\textsuperscript{28}

Although the 2001 UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity places considerable emphasis on the importance of cultural rights, and thus has close links with the first category of agreements, it also focuses on the opportunities and threats which economic and technical development pose for cultural diversity and the importance of international co-operation in addressing the impact of world trade. These preoccupations underpin the 2000 Council of Europe Declaration and go to the heart of the present Convention.

The two UNESCO and Council of Europe declarations consequently intersect with the Convention in important respects, but have had relatively little impact in practice owing to their purely exhortatory status. The declarations were unlikely to be sufficient on their own to address a loss of cultural diversity, a fact explicitly acknowledged in the Action Plan accompanying the UNESCO Declaration, which noted the commitment of Member States to considering whether they should adopt a further international legal

\textsuperscript{28} Protocol annexed to the Florence Agreement, n. 25 above.
instrument in this field (para. 1). Introduction of a binding Convention was thus seen as ratcheting up the status of cultural diversity as a matter of international concern, just as international agreements on the environment and health have helped to underline the importance of these considerations in other international fora such as the WTO.  

As a carefully constructed package, based round the four objectives indicated above and avoiding such controversial areas as cultural rights, the Convention ultimately gained support from an extensive coalition of developing and developed countries. Inevitably, however, those states which approved the Convention had different priorities and interests. The main driving force behind the Convention was Canada, which worked to build up support within the various culture industries and state departments. Canada’s colonial past, high levels of immigration and the presence of a significant aboriginal population led to an early commitment to multicultural policies. Its cultural and geographic proximity to the U.S., one of the world’s major exporters of cultural goods and services, has sensitised Canada to concerns over the impact of foreign trade on domestic culture and national identity. But Canada not only produces for the domestic market, it is increasingly a major exporter of cultural products. It consequently promoted the Convention on two grounds, which at first sight appear to be in tension: firstly, it sought to clarify the legitimacy in international law of the extensive array of measures it has adopted to protect its domestic cultural industries; secondly, it sought to ensure continued access for its cultural goods and services to foreign markets.

Other developed states that supported the Convention had a different mix of preoccupations. France, for example, does not share Canada’s overt multiculturalism but was equally committed to supporting the French language and resisting what it sees as American ‘cultural imperialism,’ particularly in the media sector. The European Community, which joined the debate at a relatively late stage in the  
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32 The 1999 SAGIT Report, n. 9 above, notes that the Canadian government saw the purpose as setting out ‘clear ground rules to enable Canada and other countries to maintain policies that promote their culture while respecting the rules of the international trading system and ensuring markets for cultural exports.’

33 Although India makes more films annually than the USA, U.S. films dominate the international market and around eighty-five per cent of all films which have a world-wide screening are produced in Hollywood:
Developing countries share some of these concerns, though their participation in the trade in cultural goods and services is markedly less than that of high-income countries. The value of core cultural goods exported by 90% of low-income countries in 2002 was, for example, less than U.S. $10 million. Notable exceptions were India, with U.S. $284.4 million, and Indonesia, with U.S. $112.3 million. Clearly there are significant variations within this group, but the low and middle income countries broadly saw the Convention as a forum in which to argue for a more equitable balance in the flow of cultural goods and services between countries, and for greater freedom of movement for their artists and performers. They also sought a greater commitment from developed countries to provide technical and financial assistance to support their fledgling cultural industries.

On the question of ‘cultural imperialism,’ developing, just as developed, countries differ in their perception of how threatening imported goods and services are to their indigenous cultures. As the European Commission has noted ‘[t]he conditions for preserving and promoting cultural diversity in Europe and the world depend not only on economic conditions, but also on a multitude of other structural factors.’ In the media context, for example, some countries, particularly those with large domestic markets, have been able to develop relatively strong, integrated media companies such as the Televisa group in Mexico or TV Globo in Brazil. Though the field of high cost, high risk, film production and distribution is dominated internationally by the U.S., these companies show that it is possible for certain middle income countries to develop flourishing television production and distribution companies with significant foreign exports – in the case of Televisa to the Spanish speaking population in the U.S.

Countries with smaller populations and lower GDP cannot expect to mirror such developments and their demand for audiovisual goods and services are often met by high quality, comparatively cheap, US productions. But though the threat of ‘cultural imperialism’ may here seem more real, it is not inevitable that U.S. goods and services will dominate. In the Latin American context, for example, Hernán
Galperin notes that the inflow of American television programmes to Paraguay and Uruguay began to decrease steadily from the 1980s, with television stations gradually buying in programmes with a closer cultural connection to their audience from Argentina and Brazil.\footnote{Ibid., at 641.} Regional identities, language and historical ties all have an important impact on patterns of cultural exchange and interaction.

In order to assess whether the Convention is likely to transcend the preceding declarations on cultural diversity and meet the four main objectives of those countries which voted for it – to promote cultural diversity; to clarify which culturally motivated state measures are legitimate; to prevent international trade rules undermining domestic cultural policies; and to co-ordinate international support for developing countries and threatened cultures - it is necessary to take a closer look at the Convention’s provisions in each of these areas. But before doing so, the paper briefly examines what the Convention understands by cultural diversity and why its preservation is thought to be important.

**B. What Kind of Cultural Expressions are Covered by the Convention and Why is Cultural Diversity Important?**

The overarching objective of the Convention is ‘to protect and promote the diversity of cultural expressions’ (Art. 1(a)) and although the Convention also lists a further eight objectives and eight principles, these primarily offer guidance as to how this diversity might be realised and what it might look like in practice. Cultural expressions are defined as ‘those expressions that result from the creativity of individuals, groups and societies, and that have cultural content’ (Art. 4.3). ‘Cultural content’ is said to refer ‘to the symbolic meaning, artistic dimension and cultural values that originate from or express cultural identities’ (Art. 4.2). This is in line with a number of international declarations and resolutions, in particular the 2001 \textit{Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity}, which reaffirms that ‘culture should be regarded as the set of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional features of society or a social group, and that it encompasses, in addition to art and literature, lifestyles, ways of living together, value systems, traditions and beliefs.’\footnote{UNESCO \textit{Universal Declaration}, n. 27 above, at recital five. This draws on the Final Declaration of the World Conference on Cultural Policies held in Mexico in 1982 which defined culture to be ‘the whole complex of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional features that characterize a society or social group. It includes not only the arts and letters, but also modes of life, the fundamental rights of the human being, value systems, traditions and beliefs.’}
artistic works considered to be the high points of a particular society’s past endeavours and to constitute its ‘cultural heritage.’

The central objective of the Convention is to support state measures designed to prevent the loss, or extinction, of distinct cultural expressions and to foster environments in which different cultures can flourish. The concern over cultural extinction may at first sight seem relatively unproblematic. Parallels are sometimes drawn with biodiversity, with the implicit suggestion that when one distinctive cultural practice is lost there is the risk that a wide range of related and mutually dependent cultural forms, interwoven into larger cultural ecosystems will also be destroyed. But what evidence is there for such claims? And should we be concerned when any cultural practice or artefact is consigned to the scrap heap, as the biodiversity parallel would suggest, or only when certain types of cultural goods or practices disappear and then only in specific circumstances? The case for state intervention to address a potential reduction in cultural diversity is explored in more detail below.

UNESCO has for some time now been highlighting various forms of cultural depletion, thought to be caused, in large part, by processes associated with ‘globalisation.’ These processes, according to Ulrich Beck, are those ‘through which sovereign national states are criss-crossed and undermined by transnational actors with varying prospects of power, orientations, identities and networks.’ Rapid transportation and communication systems now mean that capital, persons, goods and services can flow with relative ease and speed around the world. As Pascal Lamy notes there has been ‘a simultaneous contraction of space and time’: a century ago it would have taken twenty four hours for information to pass from London to Bombay, now it takes five seconds, and the pace of economic development in countries such as China is unprecedented.

As more states follow the path of economic development, the exposure of their citizens to imported cultural goods and services, together with the values embedded in them, inevitably increases. There is evidence that economic development and growing urbanisation leads to a certain convergence in values and outlook and it is hard to think of a developed country that has not lost many of its traditional customs, dialects or languages in the face of enhanced communications and intra as well as inter national trade. UNESCO estimates that one language is lost on average every two weeks and that over 50 per
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40 European Commission, n. 5 above, at 3.
cent of the world’s 6,000 languages are currently endangered. Cultural practices or beliefs which have no tangible record are particularly vulnerable and even where a written record remains the culture may be impossible to recreate, once lost, in any authentic sense. It is consequently possible to point to an objective loss of certain cultural expressions and this loss is likely to be most apparent in countries undergoing rapid urbanisation and economic development.

But although it is possible to chart in certain sectors and in certain countries processes of cultural depletion, the endpoint may not be cultural standardisation or homogenisation. The ‘global homogenisation scenario’ is just one of a number of potential outcomes of globalisation that can be envisaged. Ulf Hannerz, for example, posits a competing scenario of ‘peripheral corruption’ in which the periphery first adopts ideas and knowledge from the centre and then corrupts them, while the term ‘glocalization’ has been coined to refer to the way in which global and local cultures interact and influence each other. Core aspects, or ‘deep structures,’ of a culture may be difficult to shift and reconfiguration, when it occurs, is likely to be a gradual and negotiated process. Within industrialised societies there remains considerable cultural variation, with religious traditions, in particular, still exerting a marked influence. Inglehart and Baker conclude, for example, that industrializing societies are not, in general, becoming like the U.S., which they categorise as something of a ‘deviant case.’ Given that it is precisely the developed countries which have had most exposure to U.S. cultural goods and services, the thesis that this leads ineluctably to the adoption of American values and aspirations begins to look decidedly shaky. As Galperin’s study of the South American media discussed above indicates, cultural depletion and development are influenced by a wide range of economic, social, geographic and historical factors.

Certain, mainly urban, areas are also becoming increasingly diverse and cosmopolitan. At a subjective level, therefore, more people may be experiencing more cultural diversity than ever before. But this subjective experience of increasing cultural diversity is no answer to the objective loss of certain cultures and their particular manifestations. The UNESCO Convention is not interested in balancing the
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45 The vulnerability of the intangible heritage was recognised in the 2003 UNESCO, Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, n. 24 above.


49 Inglehart and Baker, n. 43 above, at 31.

50 Galperin, n. 37 above.
concrete loss of a language or a distinct practice in country or region A with the experience of enhanced diversity for residents of cities X, Y, or Z.

If we accept that processes of cultural depletion are at work, albeit in a patchy and uneven fashion, is this ultimately problematic? On a liberal view, an increase or decrease in cultural diversity is not in and of itself something to be welcomed or deplored; what is relevant is the process of cultural change and, in particular, the degree of autonomy of the individuals who shape that process. Thus, a move to a more homogenous world culture, leading to the loss of distinct cultural communities and forms of expression, should not be seen as detrimental if consequent on free and informed decisions by those involved. Those adopting such a way of life do so because they consider such a move, on balance, to be beneficial to them. This is so, even though ‘choice’ may seem a rather esoteric concept when one is dealing with individuals on the poverty line who are offered the possibility of economic advancement. The situation is different where those who wish to maintain a particular culture are prevented from doing so by coercive state measures. Where, for example, the state prohibits a community from using traditional hunting techniques or speaking a particular language in schools.

The Convention engages with this argument on a number of fronts. Firstly, it holds that cultural diversity ‘creates a rich and varied world, which increases the range of choices and nurtures human capacities and values’ (3rd recital). Cultural diversity can thus make our lives more textured and interesting, opening up alternative perspectives and lifestyles. Those who employ the concept of individual choice to question the inherent value of cultural diversity, have to address the problem that cultural choices made by individuals at point A may limit the options open to others at point B. Thus, a majority of Canadians may prefer to watch U.S. over Canadian drama and entertainment television programmes, even though some still value the Canadian versions. Left to market forces, Canadian production in such circumstances could dwindle to such a level that it becomes unsustainable. Once an industry and its infrastructure have folded, regeneration is extremely difficult. At this point Canadians will have lost the opportunity to choose whether to watch Canadian or U.S. programmes.

Because they convey values and reflect identities, cultural goods and services cannot simply be substituted in the way that a car from one country can be substituted for a car from another. If a country ceases to be able to produce its own films or television programmes as a result of competition from a neighbouring country that enjoys certain demographic, linguistic or first mover advantages, it loses the
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52 Will Kymlicka (2003) notes that representations by states that they are ‘ethnoculturally neutral’ are often misleading. Such states may in fact pursue policies designed to promote the use of particular languages or cultural practices in a process of ‘nation building,’ thereby consolidating the position of certain dominant cultural groups, n. 51 above at 237-238.

ability to explore, through these particular media, its own values, idiosyncrasies and pre-occupations. And though foreign and domestic films and television programmes may raise many similar issues, foreign products are less likely to engage with these issues in as relevant or resonant a way as those directly addressing the home population. They can provide valuable alternative viewpoints and perspectives but are unlikely to be simple substitutes. The Convention explicitly recognises this distinctive quality of cultural activities, goods and services, which constitute ‘vehicles of identity, values and meaning’ (Art.1(g)).

On this view, measures taken by states to ensure the continuing viability of their domestic cultural industries in the face of international competition should be accommodated within the international trading system as legitimate restraints on trade. In providing support for Canadian film and television production, Canada is not mandating that its citizens adopt certain lifestyles or values, but is seeking to ensure that Canadians are informed about and can engage critically with their own cultures. The Convention consequently does not reject the importance of individual choice, rather it affords it central importance and seeks to maintain it over both the short and long term.

Other arguments for the preservation of cultural diversity can be identified in the Convention. Recital four, for example, ambitiously suggests that those practices of toleration and respect which foster cultural diversity will also facilitate ‘peace and security at the local, national and international levels.’ Cultural diversity may also provide rather more direct and immediate benefits. On the one hand, cultural goods and services constitute an increasingly important component of world trade, but it is a trade dominated by a handful of developed countries. The Convention thus seeks to assist all countries in fully exploiting their cultural heritage. In particular, recital eight notes that traditional knowledge may be a ‘source of intangible and material wealth,’ of benefit to indigenous communities through its contribution to sustainable development. On the other, when a culture ceases to exist as a living practice we lose with it specific human insights and skills, often developed over centuries. These could provide unique answers to present or future problems, problems that we currently may not even envisage. Cultural diversity is consequently regarded by the Convention as offering material benefits not only to specific countries but also to mankind in general (recital two).

54 See Morris, N., n. 48 above, at 286, and Baker, C. E. (2002). Media, Markets and Democracy. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Baker argues that domestic communications industries are important not only on democratic grounds, as more likely to provide essential information about ones own country, its internal policies and external relations, but also on ‘dialogic’ grounds, because they enable citizens to discuss and engage actively with their own cultures.

55 A central concern of those countries that pushed for adoption of the UNESCO Convention was that the existing WTO trade agreements fail to recognise the distinctive nature of cultural goods and services. The US in its 2000 Communication on Audiovisual and Related Services to the WTO Council for Trade in Services did not deny that audiovisual services had unique characteristics because of their cultural content, but rather concluded that this should not automatically take them outwith the ambit of the trade agreements. Other goods and services, it observed, have distinct qualities and these can be adequately accommodated within the framework of the GATS. Paper S/CSS/W/21 of the 18 December 2000, available from the WTO website at: http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/docs_e.htm (accessed 28/08/06).
C. What Measures, If Any, Does The Convention Require States To Take To Promote Cultural Diversity?

What obligations do states undertake when they sign up to the Cultural Diversity Convention? Initial examination of the Convention suggests that it is essentially permissive and imposes relatively few positive obligations on Contracting Parties to promote or maintain cultural diversity. Although the Convention states that ‘cultural diversity can be protected and promoted only if human rights and fundamental freedoms, such as...the ability of individuals to choose cultural expressions, are guaranteed’ (Art. 2.1, emphasis added) and recognises the ‘equal dignity of...all cultures, including the cultures of persons belonging to minorities and indigenous peoples’ (Principle 3 and see also Art. 7), it does not, unlike the 2001 UNESCO Declaration on Cultural Diversity or the European Framework Convention on National Minorities, list specific cultural rights regarding, for example, language use or access to education, which states must respect.56

Instead, the Convention reaffirms ‘the sovereign rights of States to maintain, adopt and implement policies and measures that they deem appropriate’ in order to preserve cultural diversity (Art. 1(h) italics added). State sovereignty in the cultural field is included as one of the eight guiding principles which underpin the Convention (Art. 2(2) and see also Art. 5). Key figures in the drafting process saw the Convention as an essentially declaratory instrument and although the Convention in Article 6 sets out a list of measures which Parties may take to promote cultural diversity, they are not obliged to do so.57

The Convention is at its most directional in relation to education, co-operation with civil society organisations, support for developing countries (considered in more detail in section G below) and reporting requirements. Thus, Article 10 provides that ‘Parties shall encourage and promote’ understanding of cultural diversity ‘through educational and greater public awareness campaigns,’ while Article 11 requires them to ‘encourage the active participation of civil society’ in their efforts to achieve the objectives of the Convention. These provisions are not at all constraining, given the open-ended way in which they have been phrased (‘encourage,’ ‘promote’ etc.), and it would seem enough for a Party merely to undertake some initiatives in these general areas, however ineffective. Parties are also required to provide, every four years, ‘appropriate information’ to UNESCO, detailing the measures they have taken to promote cultural diversity at the domestic and international levels, and to generally share and exchange information in this regard (Arts. 9 and 19).

Reporting requirements can perform a number of useful functions and have been widely used in international agreements in the cultural field.58 They enable compliance with specific obligations to be evaluated; impose political pressure on states to improve their performance in a given area, even when there are no formal sanctions; and enable comparisons to be drawn between different regulatory techniques, good practice to be identified, and guidance for future action developed. When combined with clear obligations, effective external monitoring and sufficient publicity, reporting requirements can
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56 See text accompanying note 20 above.
58 See, for example, the Council of Europe Framework Convention on National Minorities, n. 19 above.
influence state behaviour, particularly where the state accepts the underlying objectives of the regulation in question.\textsuperscript{59}

Where, however, important competing interests are at play it is unlikely that reporting requirements will have much of an effect. Thus, the requirement in Article 4.3 of the EU 'Television Without Frontiers Directive' that Member States report to the European Commission the percentage of European programmes broadcast by television stations under their jurisdiction has undoubtedly encouraged Member States to monitor whether their broadcasters comply with the European content quota.\textsuperscript{60} This, however, is in a context in which they could potentially be fined if they fail to return reports and, even here, states continue to omit inconvenient information. Italy, for example, has regularly refused to provide data concerning the percentage of European programmes on its domestic satellite channels.\textsuperscript{61}

As previously noted, Article 9 of the Convention merely requires Parties to report every four years on those measures they \textit{have taken} ‘to protect and promote the diversity of cultural expressions within their territory and at the international level.’ There is thus no obligation to report generally on their countries’ state of cultural diversity and, if a state does nothing to protect or enhance diversity, there will simply be nothing to report. In particular, Parties are not obliged to report any measures which decrease cultural diversity and are unlikely to wish to publicise such measures where they have been adopted. The Convention does not provide for sanctions where states fail to file reports.

Without effective follow up and investigation from an independent body, there is a real risk that the reporting process in the Convention will result in partial or misleading information. If adopted as originally drafted, the Convention would have set up a world cultural observatory and a permanent group of experts to oversee and support the implementation of the Convention, but these provisions were removed from the text at an early stage of deliberations on the basis that they were ‘overly ambitious.’\textsuperscript{62} In terms of collating information on good practice and analysing developments in the cultural field, UNESCO now undertakes to use ‘existing mechanisms within the Secretariat’ for this purpose and to develop a data bank in order to complement information collected through the formal reporting process (Art. 19). Absent additional resources, however, this does not appear to be much of an advance on the existing position.\textsuperscript{63}

\textsuperscript{62} Mazzone, n. 7 above.
\textsuperscript{63} The Fund for Cultural Diversity, which could be used for this purpose, has no guaranteed source of finance, on which see text accompanying n. 111 below.
With regard to review of the country reports, these are to be sent to the Intergovernmental Committee, a body to be composed, at least initially, of representatives of 18 Parties, elected for four year terms (Art. 23). The Committee is required to summarize and comment on the reports before passing them on to the Conference of Parties, the Convention’s supreme regulatory organ (Art. 23.6(c)). The Intergovernmental Committee has power to invite public and private organisations, or individuals, to participate in its meetings in order to consult on specific issues (Art. 23.7) so that there is some scope for the Committee, given sufficient drive and adequate administrative backing, to inject a degree of political bite into the reporting procedure.

Even less constraining are those articles in the Convention which require Parties simply to ‘endeavour’ to achieve certain things. Article 7, for example, provides that parties ‘shall endeavour to create in their territory an environment that encourages individuals and social groups ... to create, disseminate, distribute and have access to their own cultural expressions,’ and to ‘diverse cultural expressions from within their territory as well as from other countries of the world.’ A similar formulation can be found in Article 12, which seeks to promote ‘bilateral, regional and international cooperation,’ and in a number of articles relating to support for developing countries.64

Even an autocratic state that does nothing to support cultural diversity might consequently consider signing up to the Convention a relatively unproblematic exercise. It requires Parties to do very little in terms of concrete action and, at worst, could result in a state being criticised by the Intergovernmental Committee or Conference of Parties for failure to take sufficient measures to promote or protect cultural diversity, on the basis of the state’s own four yearly reports. It is not impossible that such a state might find itself involved in a dispute with another Party regarding the interpretation or application of the Convention under Article 25. This might, for example, relate to whether the state had complied with its ‘duty’ under Article 7 to ‘endeavour to’ create an environment in which social groups have access to their own and each others’ cultures. But State Parties are unlikely to challenge other Parties concerning their compliance with the Convention unless their own nationals or an emigrant community are affected and the Convention’s dispute settlement procedures are not open to individuals or non-governmental organisations.

Moreover, the Convention’s dispute settlement procedures, though potentially administratively irksome for a state, are not legally constraining. If negotiation fails and the Parties cannot agree to refer the matter to mediation, or mediation does not resolve the issue, a Party can then set in motion a process of conciliation. But Parties can opt out of conciliation altogether by virtue of Article 25.4, and those that do accept the procedure know that this will not expose them to binding rulings. Rather, the five member Conciliation Commission is empowered simply to make ‘proposals’ for the resolution of a dispute and Parties are required to ‘consider’ the terms of these proposals ‘in good faith.’65 Perhaps most importantly, there is no provision for formal sanction in circumstances where a Party ignores the Conciliation Commission’s recommendations and retains the contested measures.
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64 See further section G below.

65 Convention, Annex, Article 5.
Ultimately, the effectiveness of the Convention is likely to depend on how the UNESCO Secretariat, civil society organisations, and the Intergovernmental Committee set up by the Convention use the political leverage afforded them, for example through comments on the country reports, to put pressure on State Parties to modify their behaviour.66

**D. Does the Convention Clarify Those Measures That States Are Permitted To Take Under International Law To Promote and Protect Cultural Diversity?**

A key objective of those who pressed for adoption of the Convention was to obtain clarification as to the type of domestic measures that states may legitimately adopt in order to enhance cultural diversity. How successful is the Convention likely to be in meeting this objective?

Though the Convention imposes only the most limited obligations on Parties to take action to promote cultural diversity, it confers extensive rights on states to introduce measures with this end in view. The Convention adopts here an ‘all inclusive’ approach: its object is to endorse forms of market intervention rather than preclude them. Thus, Article 6, headed ‘rights of parties at the national level,’ contains a non-exhaustive list of measures that Parties ‘may adopt’ and this list is framed in such open ended terms that it is difficult to envisage a form of state support that would not be covered. The first sub-paragraph of Article 6.2 is particularly broad, in that it refers to all regulatory measures which have as their underlying objective the protection of cultural diversity. Given this provision it is questionable whether further specification was needed, but the Convention goes on to list, *inter alia*, measures ‘that provide opportunities for domestic cultural activities, goods and services … including provisions relating to the language used’; that assist independent cultural industries gain access to the means of production, dissemination and distribution; that provide public finance; and that support public institutions and ‘artists and others involved in the creation of cultural expression.’67 The Convention also explicitly mentions measures designed to enhance media diversity, in particular through support for public service broadcasting.68

The Convention consequently endorses assistance for both public and private bodies and can be read as covering the whole gamut of often controversial support measures which states employ in the audiovisual context, such as transmission quotas, financial subsidies, tax relief, preferential access to distribution facilities or advertising resources, and investment or ownership restrictions. What is immediately striking is that there is no attempt in Article 6 to provide guidance as to the respective merits of the measures it enumerates or how states might reduce the trade distorting effects of such measures. In particular, the Convention makes no express reference to principles such as proportionality or effectiveness, which could guide the application of these measures and serve to prevent more blatant
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67 Convention, Article 6.2 (a)-(g).

68 Convention, Article 6.2 (h).
forms of protectionism. The closest Article 6.2 comes to this is in the requirement that measures adopted under sub paragraphs (b) and (f) be ‘appropriate.’ It is thus hardly surprising that a key concern voiced by the U.S. over the Convention was that it could be used to justify protectionism: Louise Oliver, the U.S. ambassador to UNESCO, stated that it was ‘too open to misinterpretation and too prone to abuse for us to support it.’\textsuperscript{69} The ability to generate effective guidance over time as to the appropriate exercise by Parties of their rights under Article 6 will thus be essential if the Convention is to have any credibility.

In relation to ‘ranking,’ the U.S. has, for example, taken the view that subsidies are a preferable form of intervention to, say, quotas, which constitute a more direct restriction on foreign goods and services. In its 2000 \textit{Communication on Audiovisual and Related Services} to the WTO Council for Trade in Services the U.S. stated that ‘[t]here is a precedent in the WTO for devising rules which recognize the use of carefully circumscribed subsidies for specifically defined purposes, all the while ensuring that the potential for trade distortive effects is effectively contained or significantly neutralized.’\textsuperscript{70} It suggested that a specific understanding on subsidies might be developed which would take into account cultural considerations.\textsuperscript{71} The U.S. has also adopted a more tolerant attitude to subsidy regimes in its recent Free Trade Agreements with countries such as Singapore and Australia than it has to other access restrictions in the audiovisual sector.\textsuperscript{72}

One might conclude that this is merely a cynical assessment on the part of the U.S. of the actual impact on its own communications industry of foreign subsidies. Although the scale of public subsidies can be substantial, and in Europe up to sixty per cent of cinema funding comes from the public sector,\textsuperscript{73} they are unlikely to compensate for major structural disadvantages, such as a restricted linguistic market. Indeed, film production within Europe remains fragmented and fragile, with very few European films distributed outside their country of production.\textsuperscript{74} Subsidies may consequently not be sufficient to shore up a failing industry and states vary in their ability to provide financial assistance for their cultural industries. Moreover, public subsidies can stifle innovation and result in poor quality products. Given these complexities it is not surprising that there is no attempt in the Convention to rank the various measures


\textsuperscript{70} See n. 55 above at para. 10(iii).

\textsuperscript{71} \textit{Ibid.}


\textsuperscript{73} IMCA (2003). Identification and Evaluation of Financial Flows within the European Cinema Industry by Comparison with the American Model. Study no. DG EAC/34/01.

\textsuperscript{74} For a recent evaluation of the impact of EU support programmes see Henning, V. and Alpar, A. (2005). Public Mechanisms in Feature Film Production: the EU MEDIA Plus Programme. Media, Culture and Society. 27/2, 229-250. The new Community MEDIA 2007 programme was agreed in \textit{Decision no. 1718/2006/EC...concerning the implementation of a programme of support for the audiovisual sector} [2006] OJ L 327/12. See also the IMCA study at n. 73 above.
that states can introduce to support their cultural industries, and the adoption of a range of different initiatives may be the most effective way to stimulate domestic production. Further study in this area is, however, clearly needed. With the demise of proposals for a world observatory and standing body of experts, guidance is most likely to be provided by the UNESCO Secretariat under Article 19, or the Intergovernmental Committee when acting on a request from the Conference of Parties to prepare operational guidelines for the implementation and application of the Convention’s provisions under Article 23.6(b).

Another area which requires clarification is whether states can adopt measures under Article 6 which directly discriminate against foreign goods, services or persons on grounds of nationality. Although it is unlikely that the Parties to the Convention would accept a reading of Article 6 which entirely excludes such measures - many states, for example, restrict foreign ownership of their media on diversity grounds – restrictions of this type may go beyond what is necessary to protect the cultural interests at stake. In the context of the EU, Member States are not permitted to justify directly discriminatory trade barriers on cultural grounds, though such a justification may be put forward to support a measure that, on its face, is non-discriminatory but which renders it difficult for foreign goods or services to access the domestic market.75 In principle, therefore, the imposition by a Member State of the EU of a broadcast quota framed in terms of domestic production would be illegal, whereas a quota for programmes that reflect domestic culture or language might well be justifiable because such a quota does not automatically exclude foreign companies from the domestic market. It is striking, however, that at the pan-European level, the European Community mandates European programme quotas based precisely on the participation of European producers and artists.76 For the EU, therefore, films and television programmes made outside the EU are not cultural substitutes for programmes made within it, even when they focus on European issues.77

Finally, there is no mention in Article 6, or indeed more generally in the Convention, of the principle of proportionality. The principle has been incorporated into a wide range of international agreements on, among other things, human rights and trade.78 At its most exacting it can be used to ensure that state measures pursue legitimate objectives and do not go beyond what is strictly necessary to attain those objectives. Less intensively, it can be used to test the ‘reasonableness’ or appropriateness of a measure, affording the state greater latitude.

75 See Katsirea, I. (2003). Why the European Broadcasting Quota Should be Abolished. European Law Review. 28/2, 190-209. Some scope for direct discrimination is, however, accepted in the context of domestic aid for the cinema industry in the light of Article 87.3(d) of the European Community Treaty.
76 Articles 5 and 6 of the EC Television Without Frontiers Directive, n. 60, above.
77 For helpful discussion of industrial and cultural objectives underlying the quota and its practical impact see Katsirea, I., n. 75 above. For consideration of similar issues in the context of an Australian/New Zealand dispute see Project Blue Sky v Australian Broadcasting Authority [1998] HCA 28, particularly Brennan CJ at para.12.
78 Consider, for example, the requirement in Articles 8, 9, 10 and 11 of the European Convention on Human Rights that limitations on certain freedoms be ‘necessary in a democratic society’ and the requirement in Article XX of GATT and XIV GATS that restrictions on trade covered by those Articles should not constitute ‘a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination.’
A good example of a rigorous application of the principle in the cultural sphere is provided by the ruling of the European Court of Justice in the *Familiapress* case.\(^79\) *Familiapress* concerned an Austrian prohibition on the sale of newspapers and periodicals that included puzzles, such as crosswords, for which there were money prizes. The objective behind this prohibition was to prevent powerful newspaper groups winning over readers for their papers by means of financial incentives, rather than through the quality of their reporting. Austria feared that smaller independent newspapers would be unable to offer similar inducements and could be squeezed out of the market. The European Court of Justice held that it was legitimate for Austria to seek to protect media pluralism but carefully considered whether there were other less restrictive measures that might have been adopted, capable of achieving a similar result. Rather than prohibit the sale of foreign newspapers, published in countries where such prizes are allowed, Austria could have required foreign newspapers to ‘black out’ their promotions or indicate to purchasers that they were not available to people resident in Austria. In addition, the Court of Justice called on the domestic court to establish whether newspapers offering cash prizes were in fact in competition with publications produced by the smaller presses, and whether consumers were actually swayed in their purchasing decisions by the prospect of a prize.\(^80\) The rigorous approach adopted by the Court in this case was undoubtedly influenced by the free speech issues at stake, in that the Austrian law prevented its citizens from obtaining information from other countries.

It is probable that those drafting the Convention decided to avoid express mention of any concept such as proportionality that could open up domestic cultural policies to potentially searching review of this type. Such review would undermine the ‘sovereign rights of States to maintain ... policies and measures that they deem appropriate for the protection and promotion’ of cultural diversity, affirmed in Article 1(h) of the Convention.\(^81\) Moreover, proportionality tends to be employed in international agreements to exert a brake on state action that could curtail key rights or freedoms that it is the object of the agreements to protect. Here, the object of the Convention is precisely to assert the rights of states to take measures to protect cultural diversity, so that the introduction of a proportionality requirement in this context could have appeared inappropriate. Yet the *Familiapress* case illustrates how proportionality can play a valuable role in encouraging states to research carefully the economic and behavioural assumptions on which their cultural policies are based and to consider the availability of alternative, less restrictive, measures. Though the existence of such alternatives should not necessarily invalidate state measures, and the exacting version of the proportionality test applied in *Familiapress* is arguably unduly restrictive in this context, states should nevertheless be able to show that their measures are capable of promoting or protecting domestic cultural expression, that there is a need for such intervention, and that the impact on the importation of foreign cultural goods and services is not excessive given the likely benefits to domestic competitors. Without such a principle, American concerns over the Convention’s capacity to endorse


protectionism would appear to be well founded and all Parties may ultimately find themselves to be the losers.

The principle of proportionality, or some principle akin to it such as ‘reasonableness’ or ‘appropriateness,’ the latter of which finds a toe-hold in Article 6.2, may, however, be brought in through the back door by two of the three constraints which the Convention imposes on state discretion in the cultural field: compliance with fundamental rights and compliance with the principles and objectives set out in the Convention. The third constraint is that measures taken by Parties to promote cultural diversity must not contravene obligations that they have undertaken in other international agreements. Although the Convention at first sight appears to afford states considerable latitude in developing their cultural policies, this latitude is consequently not unbounded, and the potential impact of these limitations is discussed in more detail below.

E. Ultimate Constraints on State Action: Fundamental Rights and the Convention’s Overarching Principles

The Convention requires that all measures taken by Parties to promote cultural diversity conform to ‘universally recognized human rights instruments’ (Articles 5.1 and 2.1). Just as the European Court of Justice took into account the importance of fundamental rights in the *Familiapress* case when assessing the Austrian press restrictions, so Parties must consider fundamental rights when framing their domestic regulations. Universally recognized human rights instruments, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights or the European Convention on Human Rights, do allow for derogations in specific circumstances which may be broad enough to cover cultural objectives. In order to justify these derogations states are required to establish that their restrictions are necessary and proportionate. Whenever a state restricts cultural expression it is likely also to restrict a fundamental right, such as the right to freedom of expression or information, and a proportionality test will consequently be brought into play. Thus, if country A, a Party to the Cultural Diversity Convention, decides to impose an 80 per cent domestic content quota on its radio and television broadcasters, country B, also a Party to the Convention, could seek to test out the legitimacy, and thus proportionality, of this restriction on freedom of expression or economic rights using the dispute settlement procedures in Article 25.

The second constraint on domestic cultural policy stems from Article 5.2, which requires that all measures adopted under the Convention should be consistent with the Convention’s other provisions, including its overarching objectives and principles. The Convention sets out nine objectives and eight guiding principles in Articles 1 and 2, which primarily offer guidance on how cultural diversity might be realised and what it might look like in practice. Perhaps the most important principles in this regard are those which require ‘equal dignity and respect for all cultures...including the cultures of...minorities and indigenous peoples’; ‘equitable access,’ which includes access to cultures from all over the world and ‘access of cultures to the means of expression and dissemination’; and ‘openness and balance,’ which again calls on states to ‘promote, in an appropriate manner, openness to other cultures of the world’ (principles 3, 7 and 8). The first of these could be used to challenge state measures that repress or discriminate against particular cultures, while the latter principle precludes Parties from seeking to insulate their citizens from exposure to alternative cultures. The principle of ‘equitable access’ introduces a balancing criterion not entirely unlike the principle of proportionality and the requirement in Article 20 that
Parties should perform their obligations under the Convention in ‘good faith’ might also be interpreted as establishing a general principle of reasonableness. Although State Parties may prove unwilling to directly question other Parties for failure to respect these principles, the explicit recognition of these principles in the Convention provides a tool for interest groups and non governmental organisations to bring culturally destructive or unduly restrictive state measures to the attention of the Convention organs.

Whether the Convention can move beyond a mere endorsement of state practice and provide meaningful guidance as to how and when the various measures listed in Article 6 should be implemented, will, as noted above, depend very much on the dynamism of the UNESCO Secretariat and the Intergovernmental Committee as well as the integrity of the Conference of Parties. Key functions of the Intergovernmental Committee are to monitor the application of the Convention, to review the country reports, and, at the request of the Conference of the Parties, to prepare and submit operational guidelines on the implementation and application of the Convention’s provisions. More generally, it is empowered to make recommendations concerning situations which the Parties themselves bring to its attention. Clarification on particular Convention provisions might also be obtained through Party recourse to the dispute resolution procedures in Article 25. There is thus scope for a range of different bodies to begin to flesh out the vague and over-general articles that make up the bulk of the Convention’s text. In particular, specific guidance could be given as to the economic conditions which would warrant the introduction of subsidies or quotas, as well as the procedures which states should adopt to monitor and review such measures. This is guidance which the WTO has so far been unable to provide and constitutes one of the main rationales for a separate cultural convention. Whether or not such steps are taken will reveal whether the Parties to the Convention see it simply as a means to endorse their own cultural practices, or as a genuine attempt to further cultural diversity.

F. The Relationship Between The Convention And Other International Instruments

The third constraint which the Convention imposes on its Parties is that they should perform in good faith their obligations under all other treaties to which they are party (Art. 20). Although the Convention states that Parties may adopt measures to promote cultural diversity under Article 6, this apparent freedom is consequently limited by their other international obligations, not merely those in the field of human rights. For this reason also, the abstract list in Article 6 is misleading: the simple fact that a measure falls within the scope of Article 6 provides no guarantee that a state is entitled to adopt it. This will depend in every case on the measure’s compliance with fundamental rights, the Convention’s principles and objectives, and the state’s other international commitments.

Article 20, which deals with the relationship between the Convention and other treaties, proved to be one of the most controversial provisions to draft. Some states wanted the Convention to modify pre-existing international agreements, at least where pressing cultural matters were at stake. A major
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83 Convention, Article 6(a), (b) and (c).
84 Convention, Article 6(d).
criticism made by the EU and Canada of GATT and GATS is that they do not contain a general cultural derogation. Although the ‘positive list’ approach adopted in GATS, which enables states to gradually make liberalising commitments, has so far allowed states to shield their cultural services from foreign competition, this is not an option in the context of GATT, which is considerably more prescriptive. International trade rules are thus broad enough to cut down certain domestic cultural policies, as the Canada Periodicals case, discussed below, illustrates.

Article 30.4(b) of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (the ‘Vienna Convention’) addresses those situations where there are two treaties but not all members of the first treaty are members of the second. Article 30.4(b) provides that a treaty will only govern the mutual rights and obligations of states when they are both parties to it. Since the U.S. has indicated its fundamental opposition to the UNESCO Convention, and is unlikely to ratify it, its relations with Parties to the Convention under other international agreements, such as GATT and GATS, or bilateral free trade agreements, remain unaffected.

What about relations between two countries that have both ratified an earlier treaty and the UNESCO Convention? In this case, Article 30.3 of the Vienna Convention indicates that the UNESCO Convention should take precedence over any earlier agreements to which they are both parties. An earlier agreement will take effect only to the extent that its provisions ‘are compatible’ with the later agreement. This, however, is subject to any contrary provision in the later treaty, in that Article 30.2 of the Vienna Convention provides that ‘[w]hen a treaty specifies that it is subject to, or that it is not to be considered as incompatible with, an earlier or later treaty, the provisions of that other treaty prevail.’ The UNESCO Convention does contain such a provision in Article 20.1, which states that Parties are to ‘perform in good faith their obligations under this Convention and all other treaties to which they are Parties.’ This is further confirmed in Article 20.2 which states that ‘[n]othing in this Convention shall be interpreted as modifying rights and obligations of the Parties under any other treaties to which they are parties.’

This was not an inevitable outcome and at one point the drafters of the UNESCO Convention put forward two distinct versions of what is now Article 20. The first of these provided simply that the Convention would not affect the rights and obligations of its Parties under other existing international instruments, while the second contained the proviso ‘except where the exercise of those rights and obligations would cause serious damage or threat to the diversity of cultural expressions.’ It was the first of these that was ultimately adopted, without the restriction to ‘existing’ treaties. In consequence, there
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87 See the preliminary draft of the UNESCO Convention detailed at document CLT/CPD/2005/CONF.203/6, at 36.
would appear to be little, if any, scope for a Party to rely on its ‘right’ to adopt measures to protect cultural diversity under the UNESCO Convention in defence to a claim that it is in breach of obligations under a prior agreement such as GATT or GATS.  

Joost Pauwelyn has argued that most of the obligations undertaken by parties to the WTO agreements are of a ‘reciprocal’ rather than ‘integral’ nature. Their reciprocal nature means that it is possible for them to be modified by the parties among themselves, provided this does not lead to the rights of third parties being infringed. This is not to say that the new agreement can form the basis of a claim before a WTO panel or that such a panel must judicially enforce its terms, but the new agreement may be considered part of the applicable law before a WTO panel, and thus provide, according to Pauwelyn, a legal defence to a claim of a WTO breach. On this, admittedly controversial, view, the Convention might be able to modify the Parties’ existing obligations under the WTO obligations. But the Convention does appear to have expressly excluded any such eventuality and it is doubtful whether a Party could be said to be ‘performing in good faith’ its obligations under the WTO agreements, according to Article 20.1 of the UNESCO Convention, if it were to try to use the Convention to avoid them.

Parties to both the WTO agreements and the Convention may, however, prefer to resolve their disputes using the less confrontational and constraining dispute resolution procedures in the Convention. In particular, the Convention might be thought to offer a more conducive forum than the WTO for the articulation and working through of disputes concerning cultural matters. It is arguable that recourse to the Convention rather than WTO dispute resolution procedures by WTO Members could constitute an infringement of their obligation under Article 23.1 of the WTO’s Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes (DSU). This requires Members, when they seek ‘the redress of a violation of obligations or other nullification or impairment of benefits under the covered agreements,’ to have recourse to the rules and procedures of the DSU. Similar questions concerning the appropriate forum could also arise where a dispute calls into question the compatibility of Party’s measures with international human rights instruments under Articles 2.1 and 5. Article 62 of the European Convention on Human Rights, for example, provides that Parties, ‘except by special agreement...will not avail themselves of treaties, conventions or declarations in force between them for the purpose of submitting...a dispute arising out of the interpretation or application of this Convention to a means of settlement other than those provided for in this Convention.’

Whether recourse by a Party to dispute settlement under the Convention is held to constitute an infringement of its obligations under existing treaties not to use alternative fora could well depend on the way in which its complaint is framed. A Party is unlikely to expose itself to a challenge of this kind by arguing directly that measures adopted by another Party under the Convention infringe GATT or GATS or a
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90 Ibid. Marceau, n. 29 above, at 1100-1108, suggests that in such circumstances it may be possible for the WTO panel to decline jurisdiction on the basis that the WTO provisions have been ‘superseded.’
91 For helpful discussion on this point see Voon, n.88 above, at 642-644.
particular human rights treaty. Instead, it is more likely to complain that such measures have not been adopted ‘in good faith,’ as required by Article 20,92 or are not ‘appropriate’ or sufficiently ‘aimed’ at preserving cultural diversity within Article 6, because they are excessive or disproportionate. Such a question then turns on the fitness for purpose of the cultural measure rather than whether it accords with standards established in other treaties. As section E above indicates, however, this latter issue may well be at the root of a dispute and the line between those complaints that should or should not be resolved under the UNESCO Convention may be difficult to draw in a convincing fashion. Where a dispute is brought before a WTO panel, which raises issues that properly fall within the scope of a WTO agreement, it is unlikely that the panel would refuse to hear the complaint because cultural considerations are at play.93

Tania Voon has also suggested that the Convention’s dispute settlement procedures lack transparency, in that a party to another international agreement, such as GATT or GATS, could be unaware that a dispute has been mutually resolved in this way or its outcome.94 Although Article 20 of the Convention calls on Parties ‘to foster mutual supportiveness’ between the Convention and other international agreements to which they are parties, it is not impossible that ultimate resolution of a dispute under the Convention could conflict with the provisions of other treaties.

Although Article 20 of the Convention provides that the Convention is not to override other international agreements to which its members are parties, it may have an indirect effect on their operation. Firstly, the Convention could influence the interpretation of existing agreements, and, secondly, it is likely to be deployed as a political tool to influence the content of future agreements. This latter point is particularly important, in that a number of countries which supported the Convention primarily saw it as a mechanism to forestall any evolution of the WTO rules that might restrict their ability to pursue cultural objectives in the future. They view with concern the recent free trade agreements entered into by the U.S. with Chile, Singapore, CAFTA, Morocco, the Dominican Republic and Bahrain.95 These agreements adopt a ‘negative list’ approach in the field of services, requiring states to establish a definitive list of restrictions rather than enabling them to gradually make market opening concessions. The U.S. has throughout sought to ensure minimal restrictions are maintained or can be imposed in relation to electronically delivered services and ‘digital products.’

This approach is not acceptable to a number of the Convention’s core supporters. In the EU context, for example, the European Community is currently considering the adoption of an Audiovisual
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92 See n. 82 above.
93 See Marceau, 29 above, at 1117, and at 1108-1115 for a more general discussion on the principles which could be used to determine the appropriate forum when conventions overlap.
94 Voon, n. 88 above, at 645.
The proposal is intended to respond to the new ways in which audiovisual material is transmitted and consumed, and includes measures which apply to audiovisual content, whatever its means of delivery (analogue or digital) and whether provided as part of a scheduled or on-demand service. The scope of the proposed directive is consequently wider than the existing Television Without Frontiers Directive, which applies solely to television broadcasting. Although the proposal does not attempt to extend the existing European content quota across the whole spectrum of electronic media services, it does call on Member States ‘to ensure that media service providers under their jurisdiction promote, where practicable and by appropriate means, production of and access to European works.’ The EU thus clearly wishes to retain its competence to introduce culturally motivated measures across the electronic communications field – and does not accept the U.S. ‘standstill’ agenda.

For some states, therefore, the Convention will be seen to be a success if it strengthens their hand in fending off further liberalisation within the WTO. This is particularly important in the context of GATS, which requires Members to enter into successive rounds of negotiations with a view to progressive liberalisation in the service sectors. Article XIX.2 provides, however, that service liberalisation is to ‘take place with due respect for national policy objectives’ and the Convention will undoubtedly be deployed by states wishing to retain their ability to impose trade restrictive measures on cultural grounds. Although trade talks under the DOHA development agenda were suspended in July 2006, a final agreement, incorporating extensive liberalisation in the field of services, cannot be ruled out. The attempt to push forward liberalisation by establishing benchmarks for assessing state commitments, by introducing plurilateral alongside established bilateral negotiations, and by entering into negotiations over new rules governing non-discriminatory domestic regulations under Article VI:4 of GATS, could have significant implications for state competence in the cultural sphere.

But despite Article 20.1(b) of the Convention, which states that Parties, when entering into other international obligations, ‘shall take into account the relevant provisions of this Convention,’ it is unlikely that the Convention will have much of an impact on the existence or nature of future bilateral agreements. Although developed countries with established cultural industries, such as Canada or France, may be unwilling to restrict their competence in the cultural field, and the Convention provides an additional
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99 Leaving Members such as the EU free to concentrate in trade negotiations on other intractable issues such as agricultural subsidies, see Mazzone, G., n. 7 above at 5.
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justification for such a stance, many states will consider the economic benefits of bilateral trade deals, particularly with the U.S., to outweigh any potential prejudice to their cultural industries in the future.102

Turning to the Convention’s potential influence on the way in which other treaties are interpreted or applied, Article 20.1(b) requires that Parties, when interpreting or applying other treaties to which they are parties, take into account relevant provisions of the Convention. But in the context of agreements such as GATT and GATS, which have their own dispute resolution organs, final determination of what the agreement ultimately requires rests not with the parties but with those organs. WTO panels and the Appellate Body are, however, required to interpret the provisions of the WTO agreements taking into account all relevant rules of international law.103 Article 31.3 (c) of the Vienna Convention provides that, in interpreting treaties, ‘[t]here shall be taken into account together with the context: (c) any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties.’ Gabrielle Marceau has noted that ‘in most cases the proper interpretation of the relevant WTO provisions...should lead to a reading of the WTO provisions so as to avoid conflict with other treaty provisions.’104

Even if the Convention does not directly override provisions in the WTO agreements it could, therefore, potentially affect their interpretation. This could be important, for example, when determining the scope of the various exceptions provided for in the agreements, or whether certain goods should be considered ‘like’ goods for the purposes of paragraph 4 of Article III GATT, which requires that products be ‘accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded to like products of national origin.’ The Convention might in such circumstances lead to greater weight being afforded to the cultural dimensions of a product.

That this may not always be possible, however, is illustrated by the Canada Periodicals case.105 This concerned a Canadian excise tax that targeted U.S. magazines, or periodicals, transmitted into Canada in electronic form to avoid Canadian import duties and then printed in Canada prior to distribution. If the periodical was altered in its Canadian version to include Canadian advertising it potentially became classified as a ‘split-run edition’ and was subject to a swinging excise tax, amounting to 80 per cent of the value of all advertisements contained in the edition. The tax had been introduced to support magazine production in Canada in the face of strong U.S. competition. The provision in GATT that ultimately outlawed the Canadian tax was the second sentence of Article III.2. This precludes taxes on imported goods that are in competition with, or substitutable for, domestic goods, where this affords protection to domestic production. Although Canada argued before the Appellate Body that split run and domestic
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magazines were not comparable because they were created for different markets – they were not ‘substitutable information vehicles’ – the Appellate Body preferred the arguments of the U.S., which pointed out that advertisers were prepared to buy space in split run editions thereby indicating that such editions could command a domestic market and compete with domestic magazines.106 The focus here on market competition and substitutability, on whether readers will buy a foreign product even if culturally distinct from a domestic one, provides no scope for cultural considerations to be taken into account. Certain GATT or GATS provisions may simply not be open, therefore, to interpretation in a Convention-friendly manner, and it will be sufficient for one such provision to be applicable to invalidate a culturally motivated trade restriction. Furthermore, even in areas where the Convention could come into play as an interpretative tool there is no guarantee that it will be applied in the way that a Party desires.

The Convention could also influence how GATT and GATS are understood to interact. This is important because there may be cases where a culturally motivated regulation affects the provision of both goods and services. In the context of services, states can refrain from making national treatment commitments under article XVII of GATS, whereas there is no such scope under GATT. In Canada Periodicals the excise tax was analysed as a restriction on trade in goods and held to violate Article III.2 of GATT, even though it also had implications for the provision of advertising services. In this case the tax was specifically designed to protect domestic periodicals, so that the application of GATT appears justifiable, but it is also possible to envisage instances where a domestic regulation directly affects trade in services but also has a secondary, indirect, impact on the sale of goods. For example, a requirement that radio stations broadcast a certain percentage of songs in the national language, which restricts the provision of services, could also have a negative impact on the sale of foreign compact discs, classified as goods.107 To invalidate the measure on the basis of GATT could undermine the freedom that states currently retain under GATS to pursue cultural objectives. In such instances the UNESCO Convention might lead a WTO panel or the Appellate Body to give precedence to GATS over the GATT.108

More fundamentally, the Convention could influence whether a product is classified as a ‘good’ or ‘service.’ The U.S. has, for example, been pressing for electronic downloads of music and films over the internet to be considered goods, in effect online versions of compact or digital video discs, which are undoubtedly goods. If such a question were to be referred to a WTO dispute body, it would be open to a party to argue that the download should be classified as a service on the basis that this would afford

106 Ibid., 24-26.
108 For helpful discussion of this issue see Pauwelyn, n. 89 above, at 403-405. In Canada Periodicals, n. 105 above, the Appellate Body (at IV) held, however, that GATT and GATS ‘do not override’ each other and concluded that it was not necessary, given the way in which the complaint had been framed, to consider whether there was any potential conflict between the two. See also EC-Bananas III, WT/DS27/R at para. 221.
greater scope for states to retain culturally motivated regulations recognised to be legitimate under the Convention.

In conclusion, although the UNESCO Convention, once in force, will not directly shield its Parties from actions for infringement of their obligations under other international agreements, most notably under GATT and GATS, it could influence in important respects the interpretation and operation of these agreements. The Convention’s essentially co-operative dispute resolution procedures may also prove attractive for the resolution of culture-related disputes, leading to the development of principles to manage the trade-culture interface. More importantly, the extensive support displayed by the international community for the Convention at the time of its adoption strengthens the position of those states who wish to prevent any further encroachment by international trade rules into their competence in the cultural domain.

G. The Convention and Developing Countries

The UNESCO Convention gained support from developing countries, as well as smaller cultural and linguistic regions, through its commitment to assist them in their efforts to preserve and fully exploit their cultural heritage. In particular, Article 13 of the Convention recognises the importance of culture for sustainable development and calls on Parties to integrate culture into their development policies at all levels. The Convention is uncharacteristically specific in listing a number of concrete ways in which Parties are required to ‘endeavour’ to support sustainable development. This includes strengthening developing countries’ production and distribution capacities through facilitating access to domestic markets and international distribution networks for their cultural goods and services; facilitating the mobility of cultural workers from developing countries; and encouraging collaboration between developed and developing countries in areas such as music and film (Art.14). Developed countries are additionally called on to undertake exchanges with developing countries, offering preferential access to their cultural workers, goods and services (Art.16). The Convention could play a valuable role here in helping to re-orient domestic development policies. In the EU context, for example, a recent study for the European Commission indicated that EU Member States mainly seek to project and promote their own cultures through co-operation agreements with third countries, rather than sustain the cultures existing within those countries.110

A second strand of support is to take the form of ‘capacity building’ through the exchange of information and expertise in order to develop management capacities, policy development and implementation, use of technology, and skills development and transfer (Art.14.2). Parties are required to ‘encourage’ the formation of partnerships between the private and public sectors and non-profit organisations working in the cultural field (Art.15). The Convention also calls for the transfer of technology and know-how, especially with regard to cultural industries and enterprises (Art.14.3).

109 See, in particular, Articles 1(a) and (b) and 2.6.
Finally, Parties are to ‘endeavour’ to provide financial assistance through the establishment of an International Fund for Cultural Diversity, official development assistance and other forms of support, such as low interest loans and grants (Art. 14.4). An earlier draft of the Convention had envisaged that Parties to the Convention would be required to contribute to the Fund but, under the Convention as adopted, contributions are to be voluntary. These may be supplemented by funds appropriated by the General Conference of UNESCO and contributions or gifts from other states, organisations or individuals. The precise use to which the Fund is to be put is to be determined by the Intergovernmental Committee, following guidelines determined by the Conference of Parties.

It is too early to say whether the Convention will have much, if any, impact in the development field once it enters into force. Although the provisions on development employ the undemanding ‘shall endeavour/facilitate/encourage’ terminology, there is greater specificity as to the type of action which is envisaged and this, coupled with the reporting requirement in Article 9, could encourage concrete action and a redirection of existing policies in this area. But, as with other aspects of the Convention, much is left to the good will and enthusiasm of the Parties. In the absence of any formal sanction for ‘non-compliance,’ and without assured funding or adequate administrative resources, this may simply not be enough to bring the Convention’s development agenda to life.

H. Conclusion

Can the UNESCO Convention usher in a new world communications order and is it likely to realise the objectives of those who voted for it? With the Convention not yet in force it is risky to make predictions, but the answer to the first question is fairly clearly ‘no,’ and to the second, ‘yes, in part.’ Arguably, the Convention was never intended by its promoters to be an innovative measure; it was primarily designed to maintain the status quo in the field of trade and culture. In particular, developed countries such as Canada and France promoted the Convention on the basis that it would provide high level political endorsement for their culturally motivated trade restrictions. It serves to justify not only their existing measures but also their refusal to make commitments in new and developing communications sectors in the future. But for the Convention to be influential politically it needs to attract wide support from across the international community, from developed and developing countries. The result is a document that evades controversy, which establishes general objectives and frames them in purely exhortatory terms. As a political manifesto, with little legal substance, it is hardly an advance on the international declarations on cultural diversity which preceded it.

Even as a political tool the influence of the Convention may prove to be quite limited. The U.S. is unlikely to ratify the Convention in the foreseeable future, and with trade talks stalled at the WTO level, the U.S. is turning to bilateral agreements in order to liberalise international trade in goods and services. It is no coincidence that Korea halved its existing screen quota for domestic films, a continuing source of irritation for the U.S. despite its legality under GATT, days before the U.S. announced that it was launching trade talks with Korea early in 2006. Nor does the Convention enable parties to ‘clawback’
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their existing WTO or bilateral free trade commitments, though it may influence the interpretation and operation of such international agreements in the future. It is, however, far from clear what impact the Convention will have on the resolution of some of the fundamental uncertainties that currently exist in the context of GATT and GATS, notably whether electronic communications products should be classified as goods or services, and the approach to be adopted where both GATT and GATS apply to a particular measure.

For developing countries or minority groups the Convention offers nothing by way of concrete entitlement. Given that cultural diversity may be threatened as much, if not more, by forces operating internally within states, the underlying pre-occupation of the Convention with inter-state relations and international trade represents a clear limitation. Although Article 7 of the Convention recognizes that all peoples, including indigenous peoples and minority groups, should be able to create, disseminate and have access to their own cultures, it falls short of framing such interests in terms of rights and imposes merely an obligation of endeavour, rather than result, on State Parties to promote such interests. Its dispute resolution procedures are closed to individuals and interest groups, most likely to take up such cases, and its use of the term ‘interculturality’ rather than ‘multiculturalism’ appears designed to diffuse potential tensions with Parties over their internal policies of integration or assimilation. The Convention focuses, then, on affirming state rights and defines these rights in extremely open ended terms, giving real ground for concern that this, as the U.S. suggests, could turn into a protectionist’s charter.

The Convention does, however, introduce a number of constraints which come into play once a state takes action to promote or protect cultural diversity, namely, respect for fundamental rights and the Convention’s overarching principles and objectives. These principles could be used to challenge not only repressive or discriminatory measures but also to introduce a test of proportionality or reasonableness, thereby adding a much needed element of rigour to what is a highly permissive document. Although one of the criticisms that can be levelled at the Convention is that its dispute settlement procedures are extremely weak, the largely consensual processes of negotiation, mediation and conciliation which it maps out could ultimately encourage states to engage with one another and address cultural issues constructively. Though the appropriate relationship between the Convention and other fora when a dispute combines culture with trade or human rights issues has yet to be resolved, the Convention’s dispute resolution procedures could, paradoxically, prove to be one of its more significant assets.

As to bringing about change on a more general level, the system of country reports, though far from perfect, could highlight difficulties being encountered by certain cultural groups, particularly if interest groups and non-governmental organisations co-ordinate effectively with the Convention bodies. The Convention emphasises the role of civil society organisations and calls on Parties to encourage their participation in realising the Convention’s objectives. Given the active role played by non-governmental organisations, such as the INCD and CRIS, in shaping the Convention, their ongoing commitment to monitoring its ultimate implementation is not surprising. Indeed, the passage of the Convention itself
stimulated the development of international networks of individuals and groups committed to the protection and promotion of cultural diversity. For the country reports to be meaningful, however, they must be subjected to informed and independent scrutiny. It is thus important that the Intergovernmental Committee and those involved with the operation of the Convention, such as the UNESCO Secretariat, have adequate funds and administrative resources to carry out their tasks, even with the support of civil society organisations. The inability of the Convention’s promoters to reach agreement on mandatory contributions to the International Fund for Cultural Diversity, the introduction of a world cultural observatory and a standing committee of experts, could here prove a major impediment.

Finally, there is scope for the Intergovernmental Committee, at the request of the Conference of Parties, to draw up guidelines as to the application of the Convention’s provisions and to make recommendations on situations brought to its attention. These guidelines, together with the statistics and information that the UNESCO Secretariat is committed to compiling under Article 19, could provide an invaluable basis for the evaluation of domestic measures in the cultural field in the future. In consequence, although the UNESCO Convention appears on its face singularly unambitious, there is scope for it to be influential at both international and domestic levels. But for this potential to be realised, states must not only ratify the Convention but also actively pursue its goals of preserving and promoting cultural diversity in the future.